Family Portrait (14 min)
A daughter is forced to take responsibility for the family after the death of her father, while the family endures the ritual of a family portrait.

Producers:
David Brown, Charles Paviot
Writer:
Nils Gustenhofen
Director:
Kelly Holmes
United Kingdom

Karl (4 min)
They met on weirder.com.
Producer/Writer/Director:
Thomas Scoby
France

Negative Space (5 min)
His dad taught him how to pack.
Directors:
Max Porter, Ru Kuwahata
France

Rekindled (14 min)
A comedy that debunks the romanticism behind the memory of an all-consuming first love.
Producer:
Jane Hollon
Director:
Erie Brown Thomas
Writer/Actor:
Kelly Vrooman
Los Angeles, CA

Chief Looking Village Excavation * (15 min)
An inside look of the excavation that occurred at the Chief Looking Village historical site.
Producer/Director:
Elijah Benson
Cinematographers:
Justin Deegan, Elijah Benson
Twin Buttes, ND

Painting with Joan (4 min)
Relax to the soothing sounds of Joan on her public access show doing what she does best: teaching her audience how to paint, promoting a matriarchal alien race, and finding ways to create timeless art.
Producer:
Delaney Schenker
Director/Writer:
Jack Henry Robbins
Los Angeles, CA

White (15 min)
After dying, a man arrives at the “transition center” where he’s informed he cannot be white in his next life.
Producer:
David Falck
Writer/Director:
David Moya
United Kingdom

*Filmmaker will be present
GARDEN PARTY (7 min)
In a rich villa, amphibians explore their surroundings and follow their primal instincts. The owners seem to have been gone for a very long time...

Writers/Directors: Florian Babikian, Vincent Bayoux, Victor Caire, Théophile Dufresne, Gabriel Grapperon, Lucas Navarro
France

LITTLE BIRD (11 min)
It’s London 1941, a time when women were called upon to aid the war effort. But how far will one young woman go to create a new life for herself and what is she willing to leave behind?

Producers: Rebecca Cronshey, Victoria Zalin, Emily Taaffe
Director: Georgia Oakley
Writer: Emily Taaffe
United Kingdom

RAG DOLLS (4 min)
Playtime turns into uncontrolled shenanigans when a child discovers rag dolls in an antique chest. Her imagination runs wild, but for the dolls’ real-life doppelgangers, self-control is out of their hands.

Producers/Writers/Directors: Justin and Kristin Schaack
Richfield, MN

RUNNER (13 min)
A woman goes for a jog and witnesses something she can’t run away from.

Producer/Writer/Director/Actor: Clare Cooney
Chicago, IL

FEED THE WOLF * (5 min)
A lucid and fringe dream.

Writer/Director: Norman Bjørvand
Composer/Producer: Henrik Lindstrom
Sweden

PIPE DREAM (5 min)
A lucid and fringe dream.

Writer/Director: Ben Ockrent
Winnipeg, MB, Canada
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THIS IS ED!!